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Animals to spot

The pictures in this section show animals living all around the world. In each picture there are lots of different kinds of animals for you to find and count. The example pages below show what you need to do to find them all.

This amazing underwater scene is on pages 18–19.

Each little picture shows you what to look for in the big picture.

The blue number tells you how many of that animal you need to spot.

This is Leo the artist. He draws animals everywhere he goes. See if you can spot his drawing pad and pencil in each scene.

On pages 34 and 35 there are two more puzzles for you to do.
On the farm

3 puppies  5 ducks  9 ducklings  8 black lambs  10 black and white lambs
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6 hens
4 brown foals
10 chicks
6 cows
10 calves
On safari

10 ostriches
4 hippos
5 lion cubs
4 elephants
6 giraffes
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6 rhinos  10 zebras  8 vultures  9 warthogs  10 gazelles
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